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1. Introduction

Let K be fixed algebraically closed ground-field of arbitrary characteris-
tic. Function-fields nd varieties will be considered over K. Function-fields
of Abelin vrieties will be clled Abelin function-fields. Let 2 be a func-
tion-field of dimension r, and let 2(m) be its m-fold symmetric compositum,
i.e., the inwriant subfield of the m-fold direct compositum of 2 under the
symmetric group of permutations of factors. Obviously, 2(1) is an Abelin
function-field if and only if 2 is so. Moreover, 2(m) is an Abelian function-
field if nd only if m is the genus of 2 in case r 1. In this pper, we shall
show that E(m) can never become an Abelian function-field for r, m > 1. This
fact was already remarked by Picrd in the case r 2. His reasoning ap-
plies to the ease of even r, but, as he himself observed, not directly to the ease
of odd r. Thus, our result includes the ease which Pieard failed to discuss.

2. Reduction of the problem
Let V be a proieetive model of 2:, and let U and V(m) be the m-fold direct

and symmetric products of V. Then, there is a canonical rational map from
U to V(m), and 2(m) is the function-field of V(m). Moreover, V and V(m)
have the same Albanese variety, say A. In fact, let p,: be the proiection of U
to its ith factor for i 1, m; let f be a canonical map of V to its Albanese
variety A. Then, F i%lf pi is the product of the canonical rational
map from U to V(m) and a canonical map of V(m) to A. The converse is also
true. On the other hand, if we replace V by the graph of f, we can assume
that f is regula.r on V. Furthermore, if we replace V by its derived normal
model, we can assume, in addition, that V has negligible singularities, i.e.,
that the singular locus of V is of co-dimension at least equal to 2. In this
case, U has also negligible singularities.
Now, assume that 2:(m) is an Abelian function-field for some r, m > 1.

Let A be an Abelian variety such that 2;(m) is the corresponding function-
field. Then, A is the Albanese variety of V(m), and a canonical map of V(m)
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